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The Science Education Information Reports are being developed to disseminate information concerning documents analyzed at the ERIC Information Analysis Center for Science Education. The Reports include five types of publications. General Bibliographies are being issued to announce most documents processed by the Information Analysis Center for Science Education. These bibliographies are categorized by topics and indicate the availability of the document and the major ideas included in the document. Special Bibliographies are being developed to announce availability of documents in selected interest areas. These bibliographies will list most significant documents that have been published in the interest area. Guides to Resource Literature for Science Teachers are bibliographies that identify references for the professional growth of teachers at all levels of science teaching. This series will include six separate publications. State-of-the-Art Papers will be issued periodically to indicate implications of research for science teaching. Research Reviews will be issued to analyze and synthesize research related to science education over a period of several years.

The Science Education Information Reports will be announced in the SEIAC Newsletter as they become available.

GENERAL BIBLIOGRAPHIES

The General Bibliographies are being developed to announce the documents acquired and processed by the ERIC Information Analysis Center for Science Education. The bibliographies will focus on general topics. This bibliography announces most documents related to the topic that were included in the second 2,000 documents processed by this Center. It supplements General Bibliography 3. Additional supplements will be issued as documents are processed.

USING BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATIONS

All documents are listed by similar bibliographic citations. A sample citation is explained for your convenience. You will find it helpful to study the explanation of the sample citation before using this bibliography.
SAMPLE OF BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION

(1) SE 003 067 (2) 02 27 68 (3) 10 92 29 (4) 1 (5) 00 000 007
(6) SIMENDINGER, ELIZABETH A.
(7) TEAM TEACHING IN SCIENCE
(8) THE SCIENCE TEACHER
(9) 10 00 67 (10) 3

EXPLANATION OF BIBLIOGRAPHIC CITATION

(1) (SE 003 067)

This is the Science Education Center's identification number for the document. It serves as the name for the document and provides a way of locating the material.

(2) (02 27 68)

The second field contains the date the citation was typed at this Center (February 27, 1968)

(3) (10 92 29)

Field three is a code for developing bibliographies. By using this code several kinds of bibliographies can be structured by retrieval specialists or by computer programs.

(4) 1

This field indicates the level of processing of the document.

1--cataloged and indexed
2--cataloged, indexed, and annotated or abstracted
3--announced in Research in Education

(5) (00 000 007)

The source of the document has also been coded for computer search. This number identifies where the document can be obtained. It usually designates the same source as field seven.
(6) SIMENDINGER, ELIZABETH A.

The principal author, editor, or organization associated with the writing of the document is listed.

(7) TEAM TEACHING IN SCIENCE

Title of the document.

(8) THE SCIENCE TEACHER

This indicates where the document was obtained by the Center.

(9) (10 00 67)

This field designates the publication date of the document (October, 1967). The first set of two numerics represents the month; the second, the day of the month; and the third, the year. In most cases the date is obtained from the document. In a few cases, when no date of publication is on the document, the date is estimated based on the best information available in the document.

(10) 3

Field ten identifies the number of pages in the document. This document contains three pages. Use of this field will provide information concerning the length of the document.


This field provides an indication of the ideas included in the document. Each term, such as *INSTRUCTION, has been selected by an information analyst because the term is important for the identification of the document. Terms marked with an asterisk represent primary ideas in the document; the other terms represent ideas of lesser importance. You can use this information to narrow the number of documents you want to review.
### INSTRUCTIONAL EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Subject Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SE 002 653</td>
<td>02 21 68</td>
<td>06 33 30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>AHEARNER, JOHN F. INTRODUCTORY PHYSICS EXPERIMENTS USING A DIGITAL COMPUTER</td>
<td>AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS</td>
<td></td>
<td>*COLLEGE SCIENCE, *DIGITAL COMPUTERS, *PHYSICS, *SCIENCE EQUIPMENT, *SCIENCE ACTIVITIES, *STUDENT EXPERIMENTS, COMPUTERS, UNITED STATES AIR FORCE ACADEMY, BURROUGHS B-5500 COMPUTER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. SE 002 294 08 24 67 17 12 37 1
ALEXOPOULOS, C. J. AND KOEVENIG, JAMES
SLIME MOLDS AND RESEARCH - BSCS PAMPHLET #13
D. C. HEATH AND COMPANY
64 35
*BIOLOGY, *INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, *SECONDARY SCHOOL SCIENCE,
*SLIME MOLDS, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE, BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCES CURRICULUM STUDY

6. SE 002 904 02 26 68 06 33 30 1
ALLEN, F. B.
PROCEEDINGS - ENERGY GAP, CARRIER DENSITY AND MOBILITY,
EXPERIMENT FOR SOPHOMORES
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS
07 00 67 2
EQUIPMENT, *THERMAL RESISTANCE, SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS, ENERGY

7. SE 002 679 08 07 68 06 23 38 1
ALPERN, D. K.
A PH SCALER
JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL EDUCATION
06 00 67 1
*COLLEGE SCIENCE, *CHEMISTRY, *INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS, *MEASUREMENT
INSTRUMENTS, SCIENCE MATERIALS

8. SE 002 757 07 08 68 17 25 38 1
ALYEA, HUBERT N.
TOPS
JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL EDUCATION
04 00 66 2
*AUDIOVISUAL AIDS, *CHEMISTRY, *INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, *MATERIALS
DEVELOPMENT, *OVERHEAD PROJECTORS, *SECONDARY SCHOOL SCIENCE,
COLLEGE SCIENCE, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE, TEACHER DEMONSTRATIONS,
TESTED OVERHEAD PROJECTION SERIES

9. SE 002 738 07 08 68 17 25 38 1
ALYEA, HUBERT N.
TOPS
JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL EDUCATION
02 00 66 2
*AUDIOVISUAL AIDS, *CHEMISTRY, *INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, *MATERIALS
DEVELOPMENT, *OVERHEAD PROJECTORS, *SECONDARY SCHOOL SCIENCE,
COLLEGE SCIENCE, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE, TEACHER DEMONSTRATIONS,
TESTED OVERHEAD PROJECTION SERIES
10. ANDERSON, DAVID L.
RESOURCE LETTER ECAN-1 ON THE ELECTRONIC CHARGE AND AVOGADRO'S NUMBER
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS
01 00 66 7

11. ANDERSON, KENNETH E. AND OTHERS
AN EVALUATION OF THE INTRODUCTORY CHEMISTRY COURSE ON FILM
SCIENCE EDUCATION
04 00 61 16

12. ANDERSON, O. T. AND BEDESEM, M. P.
DEVELOPMENT OF A RUBY LASER SYSTEM AS AN UNDERGRADUATE PROJECT
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS
04 00 66 5
*COLLEGE SCIENCE, *LASERS, *PHYSICS, *SCIENCE ACTIVITIES, RUBY LASERS, SCIENCE EQUIPMENT, SCIENCE PROJECTS, UNDERGRADUATE STUDY

13. ANDERSON, RONALD W.
TWO LOW-COST SOLID STATE TEMPERATURE CONTROLLERS
JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL EDUCATION
10 00 67 5
14. SE 003 024 02 27 68 06 33 30 1 00 000 002
ANDREWS, C. L.
DEMONSTRATION MICROWAVE INTERFEROMETERS
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS
11 00 65 6

15. SE 002 761 03 19 68 06 25 39 1 00 000 003
ANGELL, C. A. AND GRUEN, D. M.
SIMPLE TWO-DIMENSIONAL MAGNETIC DISC MODELS OF IONIC LIQUIDS
JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL EDUCATION
04 00 66 3

16. SE 002 095 09 18 67 17 93 38 00 000 197
AREM, JOEL E.
CONSTRUCTION OF TETRAHEDRAL MODELS TO AID VISUALIZATION OF MULTICOMPONENT SYSTEMS
JOURNAL OF GEOLOGICAL EDUCATION
04 00 67 2

17. SE 002 905 02 26 68 06 35 30 1 09 000 002
ASHER, IRWIN AND HELLER, PETER
PROCEEDINGS - OBSERVATION OF THE FREE VIBRATIONS OF A TUNING FORK AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS
07 00 67 1

18. SE 002 301 08 24 67 17 12 37 1 06 000 238
AUFFENBERG, WALTER
PRESENT PROBLEMS ABOUT THE PAST - BSCS PAMPHLET #6
D.C. HEATH AND COMPANY
02 00 63 35

(4)
19. SE 002 724 03 19 68 17 23 38 1 00 000 093
   AULT, ADDISON
   TEXTBOOK ERRORS, 68 - THE ACTIVATING EFFECT OF FLUORINE IN
   ELECTROPHILIC AROMATIC SUBSTITUTION
   JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL EDUCATION
   06 00 66 2
   *COLLEGE SCIENCE, *CHEMISTRY, *INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, *ORGANIC
   CHEMISTRY, *TEXTBOOKS, AROMATIC SUBSTITUTIONS, TEXTBOOK ERRORS

20. SE 002 998 02 26 68 06 33 30 1 00 000 002
   BALCOMBE, R. J. AND PERZ, J. M.
   EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF A METAL IN THE
   NORMAL AND SUPERCONDUCTING STATES
   AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS
   06 00 67 6
   *COLLEGE SCIENCE, *CRYOGENICS, *METALS, *MAGNETIC PROPERTIES,
   *PHYSICS, *SCIENCE EQUIPMENT, *SCIENCE ACTIVITIES, MAGNETISM, PHYSICAL
   PROPERTIES, SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS, SUPERCONDUCTORS, SOLID-STATE
   PHYSICS, UNDERGRADUATE STUDY

21. SE 002 075 08 23 67 06 23 38 1 00 000 003
   BARRETT, EDWARD J.
   MODELS ILLUSTRATING AND ORBITALS INVOLVED IN MULTIPLE BONDING
   JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL EDUCATION
   03 00 67 2
   *COLLEGE SCIENCE, *CHEMISTRY, *CHEMICAL BONDING, MOLECULAR MODELS,
   MODELS (SCIENCE), PHYSICS, TEACHER RESOURCE MATERIALS

22. SE 003 236 03 07 68 06 52 20 1 00 000 004
   BEARD, ROBERT W.
   THE INTRODUCTORY PHYSICAL SCIENCE COURSE IN JUNIOR HIGH
   SCHOOL SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
   10 00 67 6
   *CURRICULUM, *PHYSICAL SCIENCES, *SECONDARY SCHOOL SCIENCE, COURSE
   CONTENT, EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES, SCIENCE COURSES, INTRODUCTORY
   PHYSICAL SCIENCE (IPS)
BEHRINGER, MARJORIE
USE OF THE VINEGAR EEL IN THE LABORATORY
THE AMERICAN BIOLOGY TEACHER

10 00 67  8
*BIOLGY, *SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS, *SCIENCE MATERIALS, *SECONDARY
SCHOOL SCIENCE, INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, LABORATORY TECHNIQUES,
SCIENCE ACTIVITIES, VINEGAR EEL

BELFIELD, W.
MODELS AND METHODS IN PRACTICAL BIOLOGY FOR SECONDARY SCHOOL
PERGAMON PRESS

66  163
*BIOLGY, *BOTANY, *INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, *LABORATORY
PROCEDURES, *PHYSIOLOGY, *RESOURCE MATERIALS, *SECONDARY SCHOOL
SCIENCE, LABORATORY MANUALS, SCIENCE ACTIVITIES, TEXTBOOKS

BELFORT, ALAN M. AND BELFORT, ANNE D.
CHEMISTRY
AUDIOVISUAL COMMUNICATION REVIEW

05 00 61  14
*ADULT EDUCATION, *CHEMISTRY, *COLLEGE SCIENCE, *INSTRUCTIONAL
MATERIALS, *PROGRAMED LEARNING, *PROGRAMED TEXTS, *SECONDARY
SCHOOL SCIENCE, ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHIES, ELECTRONICS

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES CURRICULUM STUDY
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE - AN INQUIRY INTO LIFE, STUDENT LABORATORY
GUIDE
HARCOURT, BRACE AND WORLD

63  289
*BIOLGY, *INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, *LABORATORY PROCEDURES,
*LARATORY TECHNIQUES, *SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS, INSTRUCTION,
LABORATORY MANUALS, SECONDARY SCHOOL SCIENCE, SCIENCE ACTIVITIES,
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES CURRICULUM STUDY, YELLOW VERSION

BLOCH, S. C. AND OTHERS
INTERFERENCE-FRINGE COUNTING AS AN ASPECT OF THE DOPPLER SHIFT
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS

03 00 67  4
ACTIVITIES, *SCIENCE EQUIPMENT
28. SE 002 297 08 24 67 17 12 37 1 06 000 238
BOOLGOTIAN, RICHARD A.
BIOLOGY OF CORAL ATOLLS - BSCS PAMPHLET #10
D. C. HEATH AND COMPANY

63 36
SCHOOL SCIENCE, BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES CURRICULUM STUDY, AMERICAN
INSTITUTE OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

29. SE 002 624 03 06 68 17 33 07 1 06 000 002
BORK, ALFRED M.
QUANTUM-MECHANICAL HARMONIC OSCILLATOR (A COMPUTER-PRODUCED
FILM)
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS

06 00 86 5
*COLLEGE SCIENCE, *INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, *PHYSICS, *QUANTUM
MECHANICS, AUDIOVISUAL AIDS, COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION, FILMS,
HARMONIC OSCILLATORS

30. SE 002 547 09 10 63 06 33 30 1 06 300 002
BOYER, ROBERT A.
ACOUSTICAL INTERFEROMETER FOR "OPEN-ENDED" LABORATORY
EXPERIMENTS
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS

10 00 66 4
*ACOUSTICS, *COLLEGE SCIENCE, *LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS, *SCIENCE
ACTIVITIES, *PHYSICS, *WAVE PHENOMENA, LABORATORY TECHNIQUES,
MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT, SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS, ACOUSTICAL
INTERFEROMETER

31. SE 003 385 08 07 68 06 81 20 1 00 000 014
BRANLEY, FRANKLYN M.
A CURIOSITY BOX
THE GRADE TEACHER

11 00 59 1
*CURIOSITY, *EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES, *ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE,
*SCIENCE EQUIPMENT, LEARNING, SCIENCE MATERIALS, CURIOUSITY BOX

32. SE 002 252 07 12 68 17 12 20 2 00 000 078
BRIERLEY, J. K.
THE BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES CURRICULUM STUDY PUBLICATIONS
SCIENCE

02 00 64 3
*BIOLOGY, *BOOK REVIEWS, *INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, *SECONDARY SCHOOL
SCIENCE, *TEXTBOOKS, BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES CURRICULUM STUDY
33. SE 002 765 03 19 68 06 23 38 1 00 000 003
BROCKETT, CLYDE P.
APPARATUS FOR THE QUANTITATIVE OBSERVATION OF GASEOUS DIFFUSION
JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL EDUCATION
04 00 66 4

34. SE 002 766 03 19 68 06 23 38 1 00 000 003
BROCKETT, CLYDE P.
CONSTANT FLOW IN TITRATION
JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL EDUCATION
04 00 66 2
*COLLEGE SCIENCE, *CHEMISTRY, *SCIENCE EQUIPMENT, *TITRATION, CONSTANT FLOW

35. SE 002 282 08 23 67 17 12 37 1 06 000 233
BROWN, FRANK A., JR.
BIOLOGICAL CLOCKS - BSCS PAMPHLET #2
D. C. HEATH AND COMPANY
62 36
*BIOLOGY, *BIOLOGICAL CLOCKS, *INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, *SECONDARY SCHOOL SCIENCE, BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES CURRICULUM STUDY, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

36. SE 003 363 08 07 68 06 95 17 2 00 000 096
BROWNSON, WILLIAM E. AND SCHWAB, JOSEPH J.
AMERICAN SCIENCE TEXTBOOKS AND THEIR AUTHORS, 1915 AND 1955
SCHOOL REVIEW
63 11
*SCIENCE EDUCATION, *TEXTBOOKS, *TEXTBOOK WRITERS, BIOLOGY, CHEMISTRY, MASS EDUCATION, PHYSICS, RESEARCH REPORTS, SCIENTISTS, NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION, THE AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL CATALOGUE, AMERICAN MEN OF SCIENCE
37. SE 002 146 02 07 68 06 23 23 1 00 000 003
   BULTMAN, J. D. AND HANNAN, P. J.
   A CONTINUOUS GAS-MIXING APPARATUS
   JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL EDUCATION
   07 00 67 1

38. SE 003 519 05 28 68 17 15 38 2 00 000 190
   BURMESTER, M. A. AND LAWSON, C. A.
   GENETICS
   AUDIOVISUAL COMMUNICATION REVIEW
   05 00 61 2
   *GENETICS, *INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, *PROGRAMED INSTRUCTION, *PROGRAMED MATERIALS, BIOLOGY, COLLEGE SCIENCE, SECONDARY SCHOOL SCIENCE

39. SE 002 593 02 20 68 06 33 30 1 00 000 002
   CABANAGH, P.
   METHOD FOR DISPLAYING LINES OF FORCE IN AN ELECTROSTATIC FIELD
   AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS
   11 00 66 2
   *COLLEGE SCIENCE, *ELECTROSTATICS, *PHYSICS, *SCIENCE EQUIPMENT, ELECTROSTATIC FIELDS, SCIENCE ACTIVITIES

40. SE 003 489 09 10 68 06 15 38 1 00 000 001
   CAPRIO, MARIO W. AND JONES, GEORGE V.
   A WATER SAMPLER
   THE AMERICAN BIOLOGY TEACHER
   10 00 67 3
   *BIOLOGY, *COLLEGE SCIENCE, *SCIENCE EQUIPMENT, *SECONDARY SCHOOL SCIENCE, ECOLOGY, OCEANOLOGY, WATER SAMPLER

41. SE 002 726 02 22 68 17 23 38 1 00 000 003
   CARPENTER, DEWEY K.
   TEXTBOOKS ERRORS, 69 - KINETIC THEORY, TEMPERATURE AND EQUILIBRIUM
   JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL EDUCATION
   06 00 66 3

(9)
42. SE 002 302 08 24 67 17 12 37 1 06 000 238
CARR, ARCHIE
GUIDEPOSTS OF ANIMAL NAVIGATION - BSCS PAMPHLET #1
D. C. HEATH AND COMPANY
09 0 62 36
*ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, *BIOLOGY, *INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, *MIGRATION,
*SECONDARY SCHOOL SCIENCE, *ZOOLOGY, ANIMALS, AMERICAN INSTITUTE
OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES, BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES CURRICULUM STUDY

43. SE 002 573 08 07 68 18 95 30 1 00 000 003
CHACO, M. C.
MICROBOILING POINT DETERMINATION AT ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL EDUCATION
08 00 67 1
*CHEMISTRY, *COLLEGE SCIENCE, *LABORATORY TECHNIQUES, *PHYSICS,
*SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS, *SCIENCE EQUIPMENT, BOILING POINT
DETERMINATION, SCIENCE ACTIVITIES

44. SE 002 006 08 23 67 06 86 17 1 22 000 319
CHANCE, CLAYTON WILLIAM
AN EVALUATION IN THE UTILIZATION OF 200 COLORED TRANSPARENCIES FOR
THE TEACHING OF ENGINEERING DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY
UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN
63 93
*ACHIEVEMENT, *AUDIOVISUAL AIDS, *ENGINEERING EDUCATION, *GEOMETRY,
*RESEARCH REPORTS, OVERHEAD PROJECTORS, TEACHING METHODS, TEACHING
AIDS, TEACHING TECHNIQUES, TRANSPARENCIES, TESTING

45. SE 002 640 03 06 68 06 33 38 1 00 000 002
CHEIFURKA, PATRICIA M.
EQUIPMENT FOR NONUNIFORM ACCELERATION
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS
08 00 66 1
*COLLEGE SCIENCE, *MECHANICS, *NONUNIFORM ACCELERATION, *PHYSICS,
*SCIENCE EQUIPMENT, ACCELERATION

46. SE 002 548 08 07 68 06 33 30 1 00 000 002
CHEW, HENRY S. C.
NEW ATWOOD'S MACHINE ATTACHMENT
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS
10 00 66 4
*COLLEGE SCIENCE, *LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS, *LABORATORY PROCEDURES,
*MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT, *PHYSICS, *SCIENCE EQUIPMENT, *SCIENCE
EXPERIMENTS, *SCIENCE ACTIVITIES
47. SE 002 339 03 06 68
CHINNIS, ROBERT JENNINGS
THE DEVELOPMENT OF PHYSICAL SCIENCE PRINCIPLES IN ELEMENTARY-SCHOOL SCIENCE TEXTBOOKS
UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN

48. SE 002 288 08 24 67
COLLIAS, NICHOLAS E.
ANIMAL LANGUAGE - BSCS PAMPHLET #20
D. C. HEATH AND COMPANY

49. SE 003 793 08 19 68
COLORADO STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
SUGGESTED MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT FOR THE MATHEMATICS PROGRAM IN COLORADO SCHOOLS
COLORADO STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

50. SE 003 328 08 13 68
COMMISSION ON COLLEGE PHYSICS
COMMISSION ON COLLEGE PHYSICS NEWSLETTER
COMMISSION ON COLLEGE PHYSICS

51. SE 002 601 07 03 68
CRALLE, ROBERT K.
LANGUAGE FOR MAKING MOVIES ON A COMPUTER
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS
*COMPUTER BASED LABORATORIES, *COMPUTER ORIENTED PROGRAMS, *INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, AUDIOVISUAL AIDS, FILMS, MATERIALS DEVELOPMENT
52. SE 003 485 08 10 68 06 12 30 1 00 000 001
DAUGS, DONALD R.
BETTA SPLENDENS--THE SIAMESE FIGHTING FISH
THE AMERICAN BIOLOGY TEACHER
10 00 67 3
*BIOLOGY, *FISH, *SCIENCE MATERIALS, *SECONDARY SCHOOL SCIENCE,
*SCIENCE ACTIVITIES, ANIMAL BEHAVIOR, GENETICS, LABORATORY
TECHNIQUES, ZOOLOGY, BETTA SPLENDENS

53. SE 003 871 08 14 68 17 23 20 1 00 000 003
DAY, RICHARD A. AND RITTER, EDMOND J.
ERRORS IN REPRESENTING STRUCTURES OF PROTEINS AND NUCLEIC ACIDS
JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL EDUCATION
12 00 67 3
*CHEMISTRY, *COLLEGE SCIENCE, *INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, *PROTEINS,
*TEXTBOOKS, *TEXTBOOK EVALUATION, BIOCHEMISTRY, INSTRUCTION,
MOLECULAR STRUCTURE, ORGANIC CHEMISTRY, TEXTBOOK ERRORS

54. SE 002 903 02 26 68 06 33 30 1 00 000 002
DAYBELL, MELVIN D.
THE NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY STERN GERLACH APPARATUS
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS
07 00 67 5
EQUIPMENT, ATOMIC ANGULAR MOMENTUM, SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS, UNDER-
GRADUATE STUDIES, NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION GRANT GE-1735, NEW
MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY, STERN-GERLACH EXPERIMENT

55. SE 002 912 03 06 68 06 32 20 1 00 000 002
DEALL, LOUIS
PROCEEDINGS - TACTILE EDUCATION IN PHYSICS INSTRUCTION
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS
07 00 67 1
*DEVELOPMENT REPORTS, *ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE, *PHYSICS,
*SCIENCE ACTIVITIES, *SECONDARY SCHOOL SCIENCE, *SCIENCE EQUIPMENT,
MADISON PROJECT SHOE-BOX

56. SE 002 685 02 21 68 17 23 20 1 00 000 003
DIAPER, D. G. M.
TEXTBOOK ERRORS, 76 - OZONOLYSIS
JOURNAL OF CHEMICAL EDUCATION
06 00 67 2
*COLLEGE SCIENCE, *CHEMISTRY, *INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, *OZONOLYSIS,
*TEXTBOOKS, *TEXTBOOK ERRORS

(12)
57. SE 003 836 04 19 68 16 85 20 1 00 000 007
DILLMAN, DUANE H.
THE UNITED STATES OFFICE OF EDUCATION AND SCIENCE TEACHERS
THE SCIENCE TEACHER

09 00 67 4
*COLLEGE SCIENCE, *ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE, *FUNDED PROGRAMS,
*EDUCATION ACTS, *LEGISLATIVE ACTS AND REPORTS, *PAPER,
*SECONDARY SCHOOL SCIENCE, *TITLES, EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS,
FEDERAL PROGRAMS, FACILITIES, EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH, GOVERN-
MENT AGENCY, HIGHER EDUCATION ACT, PUBLIC LAW, RESEARCH,
TEACHER EDUCATION

58. SE 003 160 03 04 68 17 95 38 1 00 000 414
DRUMMOND, ANSLIE H., JR.
SCIENCE NEWS IN THE CLASSROOM
SATURDAY REVIEW

07 17 65 1
*BIBLIOGRAPHIES, *EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES, *INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS,
*PERIODICALS, *SECONDARY SCHOOL SCIENCE, SCIENCE MATERIALS, *REFERENCE
MATERIALS

59. SE 002 304 08 24 67 17 12 37 1 06 00 238
DUBRUL, E. LLOYD
BIOMECHANICS OF THE BODY - BSCS PAMPHLET #5
D. C. HEATH AND COMPANY

65 32
*ANIMAL STRUCTURES, *ANIMAL FUNCTIONS, *BIOLOGY, *BIOPHYSICS,
*INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS, *SECONDARY SCHOOL SCIENCE, ZOOLOGY,
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES, BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
CURRICULUM STUDY

60. SE 002 902 02 26 68 06 33 30 1 00 000 002
DUGGAN, JEROME L. AND ADAMS, WILLIAM D.
CHARGED PARTICLE DETECTOR EXPERIMENTS FOR THE MODERN PHYSICS
LABORATORY
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS

07 00 67 3
*COLLEGE SCIENCE, *PHYSICS, *SCIENCE EQUIPMENT, *SCIENCE ACTIVITIES,
CHARGED PARTICLE DETECTOR, ENERGY, SEMICONDUCTOR DETECTORS,
SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS, UNDERGRADUATE STUDY, NATIONAL SCIENCE
FOUNDATION, UNITED STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION
61. SE 003 232 08 07 68 06 33 30 1 00 000 002
DUGGAN, JEROME L. AND OTHERS
RUTHERFORD SCATTERING WITH A LOW-ENERGY COCKCROFT-WALTON ACCELERATOR

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS

08 00 67 6

62. SE 003 496 07 11 68 06 93 38 1 00 000 002
EARL, J. A.
BROWNIAN MOTION DETERMINATION OF AVOGADRO'S NUMBER

AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS

03 00 65 2

63. SF 002 626 03 96 68 06 33 30 1 00 000 002
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